C

orktown’s Extension Room fitness and dance studio
is marking its first year anniversary in its new east
end location with an artistic inspired celebration on
Thursday, February 21st. The celebration will
feature a dance photography exhibit by TD Foto (pka Tarzan Dan),
and an eclectic range of performances by local dance, opera and
circus artists.

1 year
anniversary

Who

The Extension Room

What

First Year Anniversary Party with:
• Dance Photography exhibit by TD’s Foto (Tarzan Dan). TD will be
unveiling photos of Toronto Dancers including principals from the
National Ballet of Canada, Ballet Jorgen and Hit and Run Dance
Productions. Dan will also be in attendance to answer questions
about his work and discuss the process of shooting dancers
• Dance Performances by Hit & Run Dance Productions & Nancy Hitzig
• Special Performance by ABS Crew, featuring break dance, hand balancing
and mind blowing gymnastic skills
• Aerial Silks Performance by Jennifer Roy
• Opera Performances by baritone Vasil Garvanliev and soprano Louisa Cowie
• Video highlights of the most memorable moments at The Extension Room
• Special class card promotions and prizes
• Cocktails and light appetizers by ‘Amanda Moore, Dessert Artist’

Where 30 Eastern Avenue, Toronto 647.352.7041
When Thursday, February 21 2013 Doors: 6:30pm; Performance: 8:00pm
Why

the

Our first year in the beautiful and dynamic neighbourhood of Corktown has been a
wonderfully exciting and satisfying transition. Our clients are thrilled to experience
the Extension Method fitness and dance programming in such a remarkable and
unique space. We look forward to meeting more of our new neighbours and sharing
our love of art and passion for health with the community. Come celebrate with us as
we look back on the past year’s successful journey and anticipate a glowing future
in our new downtown east home.
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